Exp-log functions are those obtained from the constant 1 and the variable X by means of arithmetic operations and the function symbols exp() and logll. This paper gives an explicit algorithm for determining eventual dominance of these functions modulo an oracle for deciding zero equivalence of constant terms. This also provides another proof that the dominance problem for exp-log functions is Turing-reducible to the identity problem for constant terms.
Introduction
Let ~ be the set of terms in one variable having signature (1, +, -, ×, +, exp(), loglD. These terms will generally be interpreted as germs at infinity of functions from R+ to R; they will be referred to as exp-log functions. Typical examples of exp-log functions are Hardy (1910) studied the limiting behaviour of such functions (he called them logarithmico-exponential functions) and proved that each must tend either to infinity, to minus infinity or to a finite limit as X--> co. An immediate consequence of this, is that there exists an order on ~g which reflects the limiting behaviour; namely define f> g if f(X) > g(X) for all sufficiently large X. However, Hardy's proof does not constitute an algorithm for deciding when f> g. The problem of finding such an algorithm has been called the dominance problem for exp-log functions; see Richardson (1969) .
A number of apparently simpler problems are of interest. Firstly the identity problem for exp-log functions asks for a procedure to determine whether a given exp-log expression is identically zero. At a yet more basic level, one can ask about the identity problem for constant terms. Actually this is equivalent to the dominance problem for constant terms, since the sign of a constant known to be non-zero may be determined by successive approximation; see Richardson (1969) . In fact there is considerable evidence that the constants problem is very difficult. One pointer to this is the undecidability result of Richardson (1968) for some function classes which include trigonometric functions. More telling evidence comes from looking at transcendental number theory. It seems quite clear that an algorithm for deciding exp-log constants would give us a grip on that area of number theory which would go far beyond anything attainable at present; see Lang (1971) . Yet this is a very old area of mathematics and it seems unlikely that simple solutions will have been overlooked.
A number of partial algorithms to handle constants in practice have been suggested. In particular, techniques based on floating point computations, Oldehoeft (1969) , Fitch (1973) , have been proposed, as has the use of finite-field techniques, Martin (1971) . An 0747-7171/90/12o611 + 22 $03.00/0attractive alternative is to assume the Schanuel conjecture. This may be stated as follows: Let Q denote the field of rational numbers and let Q(a, b, c,...) denote its extension by a, b, c,.... Suppose that ce ~ , .. ., an are complex numbers, linearly independent over Q. Then the transcendence degree of the field Q(~,..., an, e"',..., e ~,,) is at least n. On this assumption, the identity problem for constants can then be solved; see Caviness & Prelle (1978) .
Difficulties with constants can be avoided by working with integral-exponential functions; these form the smallest class of functions containing "1" and "X" and having the property that if A and B belong to the class then so do A+ B, A x B and A B. The identity problem for this class has been solved; see Richardson (1969) . Moreover the class is known to be well ordered; see Ehrenfeucht (1973) . Much of the more recent work has concentrated on particular segments and the determination of their ordinals; for example Van den Dries & Levitz (1984) , Gurevi~ (1986) , Dahn (1986) , Van den Dries (1986) .
We now return to the exp-log functions and ask what can be achieved if one is prepared to assume that the constants can somehow be handled. In more precise language we assume the existence of an oracle O which decides zero equivalence on exp-log constant terms. It should be pointed out that when considering the identity problem, one must use the function log() rather than logl]. Indeed if the modulus function is admitted, then the identity and dominance problems are essentially equivalent since f(X) >-0 if and only
In practice, we shall only apply zero-equivalence algorithms in situations where the signs of the expressions inside moduli are known, so that the modulus signs may be removed.
Given the above provisos, there are several techniques for deciding zero-equivalence. The methods of Richardson (1968) and Macintyre (1981) may be regarded as being founded on the work of Hardy (1910) . Another, perhaps more practical approach is based on the Risch Structure Theorem; see, for example, Caviness (1977) . Thirdly, one can use differential equations as in Shackell (1989a, b) ; the latter paper contains a fuller discussion of the identity problem.
As regards the dominance problem itself, Dahn & GSring (1984) have shown that the dominance problem for exp-log functions is Turing equivalent to the identity problem for constants. However, they do not give a specific algorithm. The main purpose of the present paper is to present one. The algorithm given is entirely independent of the work of Dahn & Gbring and the earlier work of Dahn (1984) . Despite this, there are a number of parallels between some of the methods used and previous work.
Firstly the R-order considered in section 4 is a similar notion to that of comparability class, which has been systematically studied by Rosenticht (1983 Rosenticht ( ), (1984 Rosenticht ( ) and (1987 . However, the two notions differ in that R-order is defined initially only on estimate functions and extended in a formal way to sums and products of these. Also one can see some similarities in our use of R-order to the use of ladders by Dahn (and towers by Dahn & Grring) .
Secondly, our notion of z.functions is introduced in section 2 in order to treat exponentials whose argument tends to zero, logarithms whose argument tends to one, and similarly certain types of expression involving inverses, in a special way. The effect is somewhat reminiscent of the use of inner and outer extensions in the work of Dahn, and Dahn & Gbring. Finally our use of nested power series in section 5 has parallels not only in the work of Dahn but also in that of other authors. See for example, Van den Dries & Levitz (1984) and Gurevi~ (1986) .
The author owes a particular debt of thanks to the referees. They have helped to add a great deal of precision to the original manuscript and to bring some of the terminology into closer alignment with current practice. Any remaining inadequacies are, of course, entirely the author's responsibility but matters would certainly have been far worse without their efforts. In addition, they and others pointed out the existence of much recent literature. L. Van den Dries in particular provided a number of references. Special thanks are due to Michael Singer for giving much-valued encouragement. A number of colleagues at the University of Kent contributed useful comments; in particular, the author is indebted to Simon Thompson and Chris Woodcock.
Basic Definitions and Notation
We shall use script letters to denote various sets of expressions. If °2/is such a set, it will often be convenient to refer to elements of ~ as Q-forms. Thus the set ~ of germs at infinity of exp-log functions can be defined in BNF style by
(We require, of course, a convention that logll will not be applied to the zero ~-form, and this necessitates the use of a zero-equivalence algorithm to check that a given expression is meaningful.) Notation for nested exponentials and logarithms will be required. If Y~ ~, we define logo(Y) = Y, e0(Y) = Y and, for n _--.0, log,+l(Y) = log(log~ (Y)), e,+~ (Y) = exp(e, (Y)).
Arguments of log, will always be positive and in practice will almost always be equal to the variable X. We write l(n) = log. (X).
~-FORMS
Let Z denote the ring of integers and let p= (P0,..., p,,)~ Z '~+t. Then we write
The set of all such L(p) with m ranging over all non-negative values is denoted by ~. Zero powers will generally be identified with 1 (we may regard Za as having been factored by the obvious equivalence relation). Thus L(0, 0, 3)=(log2 X) 3 and L(0)= 1 are two Le-forms. Let L(p) and L(q) be ~-forms. By padding on the right with zeros as necessary, we may assume that p and q belong to the same Z m+~. Then
and ~ naturally has the structure of an abelian group under multiplication, with L(0) as the identity and L(-p) the inverse of L(p).
We order ZP lexicographically; that is to say we set L(p) < L(q) if for some i, Po = q0, P~ = qJ, • •., PH = q~-i and p,. < qi. We note that this corresponds to the growth at infinity of these expressions.
z-FUNCTIONS
Exponentials with arguments that tend to zero and likewise logarithms and inverses with arguments that tend to one will play a special role in our algorithm. It is therefore convenient to adopt the following notation, in the case when t tends to zero: zexp(t) --exp(t) -1, zlog(t) = log(1 + t), zinv(t) = 1 -(1 + t) -1.
These will only be applied to arguments t, which tend to zero. When later we come to consider power-series expansions it will be useful to have some notation for the tails of the series for zexp, zlog and zinv. Therefore, for n > 0, we define
The functions zexp, zlog, zinv and the various zexp,, zlog~, zinv, will be referred to collectively as z-functions. We remark that z-functions, like their arguments, always tend to zero,
THE SETS ~ AND
The basis of our algorithm is the recursive rewriting of ~-forms into a more restricted estimate or Y-form. These latter are closely related to the estimating functions considered in Hardy (1910) .
We give a mutually recursive definition of the sets ~ and ~. Let E(0) consist of all expressions of the form (k+ z)L(p), where k is a non-zero constant, L(p)~ ~ and z is an element of the set ~ to be defined below. Assuming E(r-1) to have already been defined, we let E(r) denote the set of expressions of the form +exp(g) with geE(r-l) and Igl-" Then ~= U E(r) u(0}. r~0 A ~-form will be one of the following; an ~-form which tends to zero, a sum or product of other ~-forms, a constant multiple of another ~-form or the result of applying a z-function to a ~-form argument. We note that any ~-form tends to zero and hence that the limiting behaviour of an Y-form is immediately apparent on inspection.
Estimate Building
In sections 4 and 5 we shall show that every element of the form fZ, with f in ~ and Z in N, can be written as an ~-form; we refer to the process of rewriting as Z.expansion.
In the present section we show, modulo the fact that Z-expansion is possible, that any ~-form can be written as an ~-form. For this we use structural induction. In fact most of the difficulties arise with addition. First we require the following: inversion of an element of E(r), with r> 0, is trivial and
ADDITION OF ~-FORMS
Let f, g ~ ~; we must show how to write f+ g as an ~-form. CASE 1. Let f and g both belong to E(0). Then we may write f= (k,+z~) 
is identical except that the roles of f and g are interchanged.
The remaining possibility is that L(p)= L(q). If this holds and k~+k2# 0 then the
If L(p)=L(q) and kay-k1, it is necessary to obtain the if-form of (zl+z2)L(p) by Z-expansion. CASE 2. Let f~E(r') and g~E(r") with r=min(r',r")>O. We may suppose that f= exp(x) and g =-exp(y); other cases are similar. By induction on r, we can write x-y as an element s of ~.
But x ~ E(r-1) and, by definition of E(r), Ixl-oo. Also zlog(-exp(-s))~ ~f and so, by Lemma 1, f+g may be written in the required form.
If so -co, the roles off and g are interchanged.
CASE 2b; s~0. As already pointed out, there is no difficulty in determining the sign of an ~-form and so, by interchanging f and g if necessary, we may assume that s > 0. 
if c > 0; the case when c < 0 is similar. We now use Lemma 1 to obtain the required form for f+ g. CASE 3. Suppose f~ E(r) with r > 0 and g ~ E(0). If g is positive, we can write log g as a member of E(0) and then, having replaced g by exp(log g) we can use Case 2. If g is negative, we replace g by -exp(log(-g)).
3.3. MULTIPLICATION OF ~-FORMS CASE 1. Iff and g both belong to E(0), let f= (kt + zt)L(p) and g = (k2 + z2)L(q). Then
CASE 2. If f= exp(x) and g = exp(y) then fg =exp(x + y).
The addition procedure is used to write x+y as an ~-form and then the exponentiation procedure is invoked to obtain the ~'-form offg. CASE 3. Iffe E(r), r > 0 and g e E(0) then we rewrite g as the exponential of a logarithm and use Case 2 as with addition.
Z-Expansion
We have thus shown how to write any exp-log function in ~-form provided that this can be done for any element of the form fZ where fe ~' and Z e ~. This latter procedure is what we have called Z-expansion; much of the remaining part of this paper will be devoted to it.
The basic idea is to use power series expansions of the z-functions. One writes each z-function as a partial sum plus a remainder, which will be a zexpn, zlog,, or zinvn for suitable n. Then the dominant term is carried forward to the next node of the expression tree. If at some node these dominant terms cancel out, then the "next" partial sums must be used in the node's subtree. Thus one can envisage a node "calling for" leading-term approximations from the nodes immediately below it and then, if these cancel, calling again (the procedures for addition and other operations given in the last section can be regarded in this way). The trouble is that a node might keep on calling for ever. This is shown in a rather crude form by the expression zexp(X-')-zexp(X-').
A more subtle example is zexp (X-i + e-x ) _ zexp(X-1 ).
The powers of X -1 will dominate the partial sums of the first zexp and these will cancel with the corresponding partial sums of the second zexp. Of course knowing that the powers of X -~ will cancel, we can merely take the top term which involves e -x from the first partial sum. A procedure which achieves this with present example is first to observe that any power of X dominates any positive power of e -x. Next we note that if we replace e -x by zero the expression obtained is identically zero. Then we can ignore terms from expanded partial sums which do not contain a positive power of e -x. In fact, as we shall show, something like this works in general.
THE R-ORDERING
For technical reasons, we define Z-expansion on a set of elements called zsums. The definition of these is a mutually recursive one involving objects called zprods and zterms.
A zterm will be one of the following; a constant, an element of &o of the form l(i), an element of some E(r) with r-> 1, a constant power of another zterm or the result of applying a z-function to a zsum which tends to zero. A zprod will be a product of zterms and a zsum will be a sum of zprods. We write Lr* for the set of all zsums.
It is a simple matter to rewrite any ~e-form as a mathematically equivalent zsum. Indeed it is only necessary to deal appropriately with any elements of
such, then by recursion we may write z as a zsum. All that is then needed is an application of the distributive law.
We shall define an equivalence relation on ~ and an ordering on the equivalence classes. The classes are very similar to the comparability classes considered by Rosenlicht (1983 Rosenlicht ( ), (1984 Rosenlicht ( ) and (1987 . However, we then extend our notion to the whole of ~f* in a way that differs from Rosenlicht's. Let x and y be elements of ~ which tend to zero. We write x ~-y if there are strictly positive integers m, n, p, q such that the functions {xm/y "} and {yV/xq} both tend to zero. This is easily seen to be an equivalence relation on the set of such elements. We extend it to the whole of ~ by stipulating firstly that all elements which tend to a non-zero limit form a single equivalence class, denoted by 1, and secondly that x~x -~ for all
x ~ g'{o}.
Next if x and y are elements of ~ which tend to zero, we write x >> y if for all strictly positive integers m and n, ym/x"-) O. Note that in particular this means that x tends to zero more slowly than y. If x >> y and also u ~-x and v ~ y (with u, v --> 0), then for suitable values of r, s, p, q, the functions {xr/u "~} and {vP/y q} both tend to zero. Hence
The right-hand side is the product of three functions all of which tend to zero. Since ps>O, it follows that vm/u"~ O. Thus the relation >> depends only on the equivalence classes and it is not hard to see that it defines a total order on them, also denoted by >>, with I defined to be the greatest class.
The equivalence class of an element, t, of ~ is called its R-order and is written R(t).
We extend the notion of R-order to zsums and zprods as follows. We define R(t~t2... t,) = min{R(t0, R(t2),..., R(t,)}, R(t~ +.
• • + t,) = max{R(t0, R(t~),..., R(t,)}, R(z-function(t)) = R(t).
We note that for pure products of ~-forms which tend to zero, we retain the property that R(Tr0 >> R(~'2) if and only if rr~'/~r~' tends to zero for all m, n. However, this is not the case for zsums because of the possibility of cancellation and so here the R-order is just derived formally. In particular, mathematically equivalent expressions may have different R-orders.
SERIES EXPANSION
It is useful at this stage to introduce some more notation. To any element Z of ~f* we associate a set of ~-forms, V(Z), which corresponds roughly to the "~-forms in Z". The formal definition is as follows. V(Z) is empty if Z is a constant. V(l~,)= {/;}, while for g ~ E(r), r > --1, we let V(g)= {g}. We then extend the domain of definition of V to the whole of ~f* by setting V(ZI × Zz) and V(Z~ +Z2) to each be equal to V(Zt)u V(Z2), and by putting V(z-function(Z))= V(Z). Note that V(Z) is always a finite set.
We also need to formalize the intuitive notion of "the zprods in Z". Accordingly we define a function P whose domain consists of the union of the sets of all zsums, all zprods and all zterms, and whose co-domain is the power set of the set of all zprods. Let II1,... ,1-I, be zprods. Then we define P on the zsum 1-It+" '. +lI, by P(rI,+...+rt,,) = U P(rt~)u{n,,..., rt,,}.
If tl,..., tm are zterms, we define P on the zprod tl t2. • •tm by
P(t, t2.. . tin) = CJ P(tj). j=l
If t is an element of ~ or of ~ then P(t) is defined to be the empty set. If t is any zterm and k is a constant, we set P(t k) to be equal to P(t). Finally iff is a z-function and Z is a z sum, we define
P(f(Z)) = P(Z).
The method of determining V(Z) and P(Z) is illustrated in Example 3 of section 6.
In order to perform the Z-expansion of an element Z of ~*, we start by R-ordering the set V(Z). We shall show how to do this in the next section. It is then an easy matter to obtain the relative R-orders of the elements of P(Z). Here we show that if Z is an element of ~* in which the relative R-orders of the zterms are known and are all distinct, then we can rewrite Z as a mathematically equivalent ~g-form.
As a preliminary, we note that logarithms only occur in Z in three ways: Firstly, as the logarithm of a constant; although this may be written as log[ I, the sign of the constant may be presumed known and so the modulus signs may be removed. Secondly, as a zlog; this is an abbreviation for an expression of the form log(l+z) where z-->0 and so the argument to the logarithm is positive. Thirdly, as log, X where again all logarithms have positive argument. Therefore, Z itself and the various subexpressions we shall consider below, obtained by replacing certain zprods by zero, are suitable candidates for the use of one of the zero-equivalence procedures mentioned in the introduction.
Our next action is to note the zprods in P(Z) of greatest R-order and to replace all zprods of lower R-order (including those within z-function arguments) by zero. We call the resulting expression Z~ and determine (modulo O) whether it is identically zero. If not, then we are ready to commence series expansion. If it is then we examine the zprods of the second R-order. In general Zn is obtained from Z by setting to zero all zprods whose R-order is lower than the first n. We continue to examine Z, for increasing values of n until either we reach a non-zero Z, or else Z, --Z; this latter will occur after a finite number of steps since there are only finitely many zprods.
Assuming Z itself is not identically zero, let n be the first value for which Z, is not zero and let v be the least element (in the R-ordering) among those of V (Z,,) . We shall expand the z-functions of Z, as series in v.
Z-FUNCTION FOR.MULAE
We shall want an expression for the coefficients of powers of v in terms of elements of greater R-order. If we directly expand an expression z-function(x +y), where y contains a positive power of v while x contains only zterms of greater R-order, problems will arise because we need all the powers of (x+y) to obtain the coefficient of any given y".
The solution is to use the functional equations for z-functions, given in the next lemma, before expanding the series. 
zinv(y/x))", where R'(x)=-x+½x2+"'+ {-!)"X"n and S~(x,y)=l {R.(x+y)-R.(x)};
(vi)
zinv.(x+ y)={zinv.(x)+~ ((l-zinv(x))2(l +zinv,(y(1-zinv(X)))) -Un(x,y))} x (1 -zinv(y/x))", where

PROOF.
O) (ii)
T.(x)=-x+x2-x3+...+(-1)"x" and U.(x,y)=I {T.(x+y)-T.(x)} • Y
zexp ( 
zinv(x+ y) = zinv(x) + (1-zlnv(x) )zlnv ( (-i-~x) )
= zinv(x) + (1 -zinv(x))zinv(y (1 -zinv(x))) as required.
(iv)
(x)(1 +zexp(y))-~ y"P.(x)zexp,,(y)-yQn(x,y).}x,,
x (1 -zinv(y/x))" (1 -zinv(y/x))". log(1 + (x+y)) = zlog(x +y) = zlog(x) +zlog(y(1 -zinv(x))).
Therefore -zinv(x)))+yS.(x,y) .
We write (zlog(x)+ R.(x))/x" as zlog.(x) and use the identity zlog(t) = t+ tzlogl(t) with t = y(1 -zinv(x)) to obtain
zlog.(x + y)={zlogn(x)+-~-g[(1-zinv(x))(l +zlog~(y(1-zinv(x))))+ S.(x,y)]} x (1 -zinv(y/x))"
as required. 
zinv(x + y)+ T,(x+ y)= zinv(x+y) + T,,(x)+ yU,,(x, y)
zinv, ( x + y) =
(x+y)" x"(l+y/x)"
zinv(x) + T, (x) + zinv(y(1 -zinv(x))(1 -zinv(x)) + y U,, (x, y))
x"(l+y/x)" from (iii). We use the identity zinv(t)= t+ tzinv~(t) with t =y(1-zinv(x)) to give
as required. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Of course it is part of the point of the lemma that Q, S and U are polynomials. By using Lemma 2 repeatedly if necessary, we can arrive at the situation where every z-function in Z, either has an argument which has a positive power of v as a factor (possibly concealed in a z-function, e.g. zexp(v)) or has an argument in which v is absent and is therefore an expression with zterms of greater R-order than v. This is illustrated in Example 4 of section 6.
EXPANDING THE Z-FUNCTIONS
Our next step is to expand as power series, term by term, all the z-functions which contain a positive power of v in their argument. Some of these z-functions may be nested and different functions may involve different powers of v. Nonetheless, it is clear that we can obtain an expression for the coefficient of the least power of v and examine whether it is zero. If it is, we discard this term and look at the next lowest power of v and so on. Not all the coefficients can be zero since this would imply that Z, was zero. Let v r be the least power of v with a non-zero coefficient. We show that we can write Z in the form
Z=vrIH+~},
where H is a ~-form involving z terms of greater R-order than v only (so H (or perhaps H -~) tends to zero more slowly than any fixed power of v) and ~ is a ~-form with ~/v~o 0 for some fixed positive value of e. To see this, first note that we may regard the argument of any z-function in Z as a sum of three components; the first is a sum of zprods of greater R-order than v, the second a sum of zprods of R-order equal to that of v and the third a sum of those of lesser R-order. By using Lemma 2 as before, we may rewrite Z so that all z.functions have arguments which are either of the first type only or made up of the second and third types only. We refer to the latter as active z-functions. Note that the third type come from zprods set to zero when forming Z,. Next we replace each of the active z-functions by a partial sum and a tail, e.g. zexp(x) may be replaced by It remains to convert our expression for Z to estimate form. For this we can just use the multiplication method for ~-forms applied to the powers of the v~s and the (k+z). However, it is necessary to consider the possibility that this might lead to further Z-expansion. In fact, it cannot, for suppose x >> y and consider xy. If x = e r and y = e g then f~ g --> 0. Therefore
xy = e f+s ----e gtl+'rls),
and further reduction proceeds via Lemma 1 which cannot lead to Z-expansion. The case when x, y ~.La is equally trivial. Moreover, (k+ z) is an ~-form of R-order greater than all the v~s, so the argument works here also.
Finally, in connection with the R-ordering process, we note that if Z is a N-form whose atomic zterms are elements of a set S and are all of different R-order, then Z-expansion of Z yields an expression of the form (1) where all the vjs belong to S and so also do the zterms in z.
R-Order Comparisons
In section 4, we showed how to perform a Z-expansion of an element of N given an R-ordering of V(Z). We assumed that all the terms in V(Z) had distinct order. Two matters are still outstanding. We must say, firstly how to determine the relative R-orders among zterms. Secondly we must show that if two different zterms have the same R-order then we can rewrite the first in terms of the second and possibly other zterms. This will allow us to rewrite Z so that V(Z) satisfies our hypotheses. Finally we must make sure that in all these tasks, rewriting does not lead to infinite recursion.
THE COMPARISONS
Our method for obtaining the relative R-orders of a set of zterms is as follows. We compare each new element of the set with the elements of the already-ordered list in increasing order. This will be important when it comes to proving termination.
We now give the method for R-ordering a pair of zterms. Comparing two elements of .L# is a triviality since l(r) -I >7/(s) -1 if and only if r> s.
The next case to consider is that of two exponentials e-: and e -~ where f and g belong to ~. Firstly note that e-Y>> e -~ if and only iff/g~ 0 (we are assuming of course that f and g tend to infinity). To see this, we merely note that (e-g)m/(e-Y)" = exp{fn-gin}.
Iff and g both belong to E(0) it is a straightforward matter to determine the limiting behaviour of fig. Otherwise, rewriting one of these as the exponential of a logarithm if necessary, we may suppose that f= e x and g = e y. Then it is a matter of the limiting behaviour of x-y.
Suppose first that x = (kl + zt)L(p) and y = (k2+ z2)L(q). Using the methods of section 3.2 we will encounter no problem unless p = q and kl -k2 = 0. In that eventuality we shall have to perform Z-expansion of (zl -z2). However, it is clear that only a finite chain of Z-expansions can arise in this way; see section 5.3.
If x and y are not both in E(0), then by repeatedly replacing a quantity 3' by e t°gv where necessary, we may assume that x = er(a) and y = er(fl) where a = (k~ + z~)L(p) and/3 = (k2+z2)L(q) and furthermore r_> 1.
LEMMA 3. Define the function zf by zf( ¢o ) =zlog(zexpl(-o~)). Then er(o~) -er(/3) = er(o~)er-t(a) " "" el(a)(a -~)
× {1 +zexp[zf(e,_~(a) -er_l(~)) +'" + zf(ot -/3)]} (here our notation assumes that er_l( a ) -e~-1(/3 ) ~ 0).
PROOF. Suppose first that r = 1. Then the expression on the right in the statement is
fl-oe = -e~ (exp(/3 -or)-1) = e ~ -e/3, as required. Now suppose the statement holds for r-< k, where k-> 1. Then
by the case r = 1. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis,
as required. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.
LEMMA 4. Suppose a, ,8-~ co and r >--1. If ct-fl does not tend to zero, er(a)-e,(~)~ ~ according to the sign of a -ft.
PROOF. Suppose without loss of generality that a >/3 + k, where k is a positive constant. Then e ~ _e ~ = e~(1-e~-'~) > e~(1 --e-k),
and since 1 -e -k > 0, the right-hand expression tends to infinity. The lemma now follows by induction.
To determine the limiting behaviour of er(o~) -e,(fl), we successively estimate ej(a) -ej(fl) for j=0,..., r using the method below. If for a value ofj less than r we find that ej(a)-ej(fl) does not tend to zero then the result can be immediately obtained using Lemma 4.
Recall that a = (kl + Zl)L(p) and/3 = (k2+ z2)L(q). Unless kz = k~ and q =p, Lemma 4 again gives the result at once. Thus in the case of interest, a-fl = (z~-z2)L(p) and our task is to estimate
for j = 1 .... , r. By making a recursive use of the method currently being described, we can rewrite this as a mathematically equivalent expression in which all zterms have distinct R-orders. We shall show in section 5.3 that this recursion does not cause any problems with respect to termination of the algorithm. Of course we already know that el(o~) >> e2(o~) >>'.. >> er(c~).
The methods of section 4 can then be used to obtain the estimate form of the expression (2), and the relative R-orderings of e r = e,+~(o~) and e g = er+2(/3) will then be apparent.
REWRITING
We continue to use the notation established in section 5.1. If the R-orders of e -s and e -s turn out to be the same, we shall rewrite e -y in terms of e -g and other zterms.
Suppose then that
er(a)-er(~)=c+z,
where c is a constant and z is an element of g~* which tends to zero. Then
where ~ = e~zexp(z). On writing C = e", we have exp(-f) = (exp(-g)) c exp(-g~').
Next we need to determine the limiting behaviour of g~'. Again we recurse in order to write g~" in a form to which the methods of section 4 may be applied. In practice the computations needed here will very largely have been done already in the course of estimating the expression (2). If g~', tends to a finite limit a, then the estimate form of g~" must be a+ r/, where r/= a -g~'. So we rewrite exp(-f) as exp(-f) = (exp(-g))Ce-"(1 + zexp(a -gg')).
If g~'-) :eco, we rewrite as exp(-f) = (exp(-g)) C exp(-g~').
PROOF OF TERMINATION
The partial correctness of the algorithm is hopefully clear from the above description. In order to prove termination, three things need to be established. Firstly,. we must show that each R-order comparison between two zterms terminates. Secondly, we must prove that the need to determine the limit of g~ cannot cause an infinite recursion, and thirdly, we must show that replacing zterms by others in the rewriting process does not lead to an infinite number of R-order comparisons.
We begin by introducing some further notation. For technical reasons, which will soon become apparent, we need to associate with a given element, Z, of ~* a second set of ~-forms related to the set V(Z). This second set, F(Z), will be referred to as the F-set. We define F(Z) to be the closure of V(Z) under the following laws:
We do not, of course, rewrite any l(i) as exp(e tt;+2)) in order to apply (ii), so F(Z) is a finite set. In effect, F(Z) contains the zterms that we might need to mutually R-order in the process of R-ordering Z. A complication is that rewriting causes the F-set to change. That F(Z) contains all the necessary l(i)s is apparent from the following lemma. The proof is easy. It is worth noting that a similar result concerning the relative rates of growth of em( ( k~ + z~) L(p)) and e,, (( k2 + z2) L(q) ) may be us ed in practice to shortcut various computations in the algorithm.
It follows from Lemma 5 that R-order comparisons e,, ((k+z)L(p) ), m>-2, and l(i) are trivial unless L(p) = l( i + m), and k = 1. Now suppose that er+2(~) and er+2 ([3) belong to F(Z) . Then all the zterms in expression (2) (except perhaps those l(i) making up L(p)) also belong to F (Z) . Moreover an easy induction shows that the same is true of the expression for e~(a)-er(fl) obtained from Lemma 3. However, er+2(a) and e~+2(/3) themselves are not in the F-set of the expression (2) and so that F-set is strictly contained in F(Z). Thus the recursion used in the estimation of Eq. (2) does not cause nontermination.
Turning to our second obligation, we see at once that g~ F(Z). We have already established that Lemma 3 gives us an expression for er(o~)-e~(fl) in terms of elements of F(Z). Now the series expansions of section 4 do not increase the F-set since they merely involve rewriting zexp~ in terms of zexp~+~ and similarly for other z-functions. Moreover the conversion of an expression of the form (1) to an estimate does not increase the F-set either. To see this, suppose that v~ = e',. Then, for example,
Since vl << v2, further reduction proceeds via Lemma 1 and no Z-expansion is involved, so the F-set is unchanged. If the estimate form of e,.(a)-er(fl) is c+ z, then ~'= e~zexp(z) and so F(~) is contained in the F-set of e~ (a)-e,.([3) . We have already seen that the latter is strictly contained in F(Z) and thus there is no danger of non-termination through the need to estimate g~. In order to discharge the third obligation, let n be the maximum number of possible comparisons still needed to R-order Z at the stage when we begin to compare the R-orders of e -j" and e-g. If no rewrite takes place as a result of this comparison, then the number of outstanding comparisons will be reduced by one. If we rewrite and the case when g~" tends to a constant occurs, then the number of comparisons will again be reduced since e -f will be removed from the F-set and there will be no additions to it. In the case g~--> ±co, the change in the F-set is that e -f is replaced by e -g~ and there are no other changes. (Note that closure rule (iii) does not introduce any because e -~ >> e -~ and F(Z) satisfies (iv).) Since the relative R-orders of e -8 and e -so are known, a comparison will have effectively been made. Moreover previous comparisons involving e -f will not need to be redone. This is because our strategy for comparing zterms ensures that in any previous such comparison, the R-order of e -s must have been the larger, and e -~ >> e -z. Thus the number of comparisons remaining is again fewer than n, and we have done enough to show that the algorithm terminates.
Examples
This section contains four examples. The first is fairly simple, but the complete calculation is given in a fair amount of detail. The other thre.e are intended to illustrate further particular parts of the algorithm and only these calculations are given. Moreover, in these examples, several steps are often combined (as is the normal practice in mathematics).
EXAMPLE 1
Let Y(X)= exp(X-1 + e -x)-exp(X-1). This will be represented in tree form by (-) (exp) (exp)
Working from the leaves up, the first non-trivial case in the left branch is the estimation of X-~+ e -x. This is first rewritten as e -~°g x+ e-X. Applying section 3.2, Case 2, we consider -logX +X. By Case 1, this has estimate form X(1-X -~ log X) which tends to oo; thus we are in Case 2a.
So,
x-lq-e -X = e-logX_}_e -x
= e-lOs x (1 + exp(X(-1 + X -1 log X))) = exp{-log X +zlog(exp[X(-1 + X -~ log X)])}.
Next we use Lemma 1 to rewrite -log X+zlog(exp[X(-1 +X -l log X)]) as
The fight-hand side clearly tends to zero and so
The estimate form of-exp(X -~) is -1 -zexp(X-l). So using Section 3.2, Case 1, we obtain
The right-hand side requires Z-expansion. There are only two zterms to compare in the R-ordering namely
and X -~. The latter is rewritten as exp(-log X) and it is a matter of the limit of log X[-1 + (log X)-tzlog(exp[X(-1 +X -1 log X)])] -log X which is clearly 1. Thus, V= X -1 exp(zlog(exp[X(-1 + X -~ log X)])).
In the notation of section 5, g~ is here equal to -zlog(exp[X(-1 +X -t log X)]) which tends to zero. So our rewritten form of V is V= X-l{1 +zexp(zlog(exp[X(-1 + X -~ log X)]))}.
The right-hand side of Eq. (4) contains a new zterm for R-order comparison with X -1 namely w = exp(X(-1 +X -1 log X)).
Application of the method described in section 5 gives X -~ >> w. Substituting (4) into (3) gives Y(X) = zexp{X-I ( 1 + zexp(zlog w))} -zexp(X-l), which simplifies to Y(X) = zexp{X-~(1 + w)} -zexp(X-~).
The right-hand side is now in a suitable form for applying the methods of section 4.
If w is replaced by 0, the right-hand side of (5) reduces to zero. On the other hand Y(X) itself is not zero. We expand the right-hand side of (5) as a series in w.
We need to apply Lemma 2(i) to zexp(X -~ +X-tw). We have zexp(X -1 + X-lw) = zexp(X-l)zexp(X -1 w) + zexp(X -1) + zexp(X -1 w).
On substitution into (5) we obtain Y(X) = zexp(X -l)zexp(X-1 w) + zexp(X -1 w) = (1 + zexp(X-l))zexp(X -1 w).
We use the formula zexp(t)= t(1 +zexp~(t)), giving 
EXAMPLE 2
We now compare the R-orders of V1 = el (-e4(x) ) and V2 = e1 (-e4[X -el(-e3(X) )]). This will, in particular, illustrate the use of Lemma 3. Following the notation of section 5, we let g = e4( X), f= e4 [ g -el(-e~( X) ) ], a = X and ~ = X -el (-ea(X) ). We begin by determining the limit of each of the expressions ~=0 ei(a). where ~" = zexp(-exp(e2(X) + e x + X -e3(X))(1 + z)).
It follows that VI ~-V2 and so we must rewrite V2 in terms of V~. The key is the limiting behaviour of g~', g~ = e4(X)zexp(-exp(eE(X) + e × + X -e3(X))(1 + z)) = -e4(X) exp(e2(X) + e x +X-e3(X))(1 + o(1)) = -exp(e2(X) + e x + X)(1 + o(1)).
So we let V3 ~ e -s~ and replace V2 by VI V3. Of course, it is already established that V3 >> Vt,
EXAMPLE 3
We here illustrate the computations necessary to obtain the sets V(Z) and P(Z) defined in section 4.2. We take Z to be the zsum W~+ W~, where W~ and W2 are the zprods WI = log-l Xzexp(Xe-X+ X-~ log X), W2 = e-X zinv( e1(-eX 
Note that these elements are listed in strictly decreasing R-order. When calculating P(Z) we need to be careful to distinguish zterms, zprods and zsums from one another; this is especially so when a zprod is the product of just one zterm. We have
P(Z)=P(W,)w P(W2)u{W1, W2}
= P(tl) w P(t2) w P(t3) w P(t,) w (Wl, W2) ,
where tl, t2, ts and t4 are respectively the zterms log-~ X, zexp(Xe -x +X -~ log X), e -x, and zinv(el(-eX)+x-11ogX).
Clearly P(tl)=P(logX)=O=P(t3). Next P(t2)= P(Xe -x +X -1 log X), where, of course, Xe -x +X -~ log X is a zsum. So P(t2) = P(Xe -x ) w P(X-1 log X)w {Xe -x, X -1 log X}.
P(Xe -x ) ---P(X) u P(e -
) = 0 and similarly P(X -~ log X) = 0. Thus P(t2) = {Xe -x, X -~ log X}.
Similarly P(t4) = P(el(-eX)+ x -l log X);
note that in the above equation, e~(-e x) is a zprod not a zterm. Hence P(t4) = P(e~(-eX)) w P(X -I log X) u {e~(-e ×), X -a log X}.
It is easy to see that P(e~(-eX))w P(X -~ log X)= 0 and so P(t4) ={e~(-eX), X -~ log X}.
Hence, from Eqs. (7), (8) and (10),
P(Z) ={Xe -x, X -~ log X}u{e~(-eX), X -~ log X}w{Wt, W2}
= {Xe -x, X -t log X, e~ (-eX) , log -~ Xzexp(Xe -x + X -~ log X), e-X zinv(e~ (-e x ) + X -~ log X)}.
